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About This Game

America's #1 reality show for heroes is back for another season! Harness your superpowers to steal the spotlight, win votes, and
save your sister!

"The Hero Project: Redemption Season" is the first installment in a new series of interactive novels by Zachary Sergi set in the
"Heroes Rise" universe. Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based--129,000 words, without graphics or sound

effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

In a contest where everyone has superpowers, your opponents can cause earthquakes and explosions, but you're an average Ani-
Powered who wakes up with different animal attributes every day. Will your hawk eyes or canine claws take you far enough in

the competition to satisfy the only person who can help your sister? And what happens if winning isn't enough?

As you advance, the decisions you make will transform viewers' ideas of what it means to be a hero. Will you fight for your own
goals, or make sacrifices for the good of society? Strive for what you believe is right by following the rules, or take down the

whole system with more radical methods? Would you take wealth and fame over changing the world?

Choose Wisely. It's Redemption Season.

 Play as male, female, trans, or nonbinary; gay, straight, or bi.

 Begin a new story in Millennia City, influenced by your actions in the "Heroes Rise" trilogy.
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 Play as a new hero, in a new season of The Hero Project!
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Good stuff.

I equate it to hanging out with Tyrion Lannister. It's a little short, yeah, but still it's fun, memorable and worth your time..
ehhhh.... Interesting concept. The themes involving grim existentialism, anxiety, and guilt were reminiscent of Kafka, which was
neat, but overall I would not recommend purchasing this game. It's short and rather depressing.. teleportals really is a nice game,
i bought it because the title assured me it would be a nice game
you're gonna have a good time. Quite an amazing game for it's price. Not too brain-racking at the start but it gets harder at the
end trust me. ;) (The final stage got me raging a few times before finally completing it out of luck) But all-in-all it is a good
strategy/puzzle game that will take your attention up for a few hours, so better prepare a few bottles of water before starting. :D.
It's a game about waiting while staring at the looping cash progress bar icon.

You can NOT speed up the game.

This game gave me anxiety.
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I'm not a Ferrari fan, but I was suitably impressed by the cars in this pack. The 458 GT3 is ok, being much amer and faster than
you would think, but my surprise came from the F1 cars. Very entertaining, and not as difficult to drive as one would imagine. I
use no driver aids at all either. The Maserati 12 and 6 cylinder cars are sketchy. I dunno if they need tweaking a little, but
control is very limited. Yes, I know the cars really were sketchy, but they feel a litttle floaty. The Lamborghini is cool. Sounds
nice, and goes like a stabbed rat. IMO, the best car of the pack would be the Maserati MC GT4. I took one in plain red, and it
looked lovely. It's fast, but not lairy. It's the sound that gets me though. It's the best sounding car in the entire catalogue of cars. I
make full use of mods too, and it is wihout a doubt, the best sounding car I have ever heard in the game, bar none. The overrun
is spine tingling. The bundled track, Red Bull Ring, is ok, but it's a ring. Not in the traditional sense of an oval or circle, but you
only really seem to turn right. Very pretty circuit tthough, and a reasonable place to race or test handling. I recommend this
DLC, as I recommed all DLC for Assetto Corsa.
EDIT: There is a car not mentioned in the blurb, a Maserati Levante S. It's a crossover SUV thing. It's ok.. Brillant as always I
love the puzzels very relaxing .. japan and space are my favorites to just relax , very well put together good job... I really enjoy
running these cars on the New Haven route!!! I think its totally worth the $19.99 dollars!!!. you guys messed up not only the
DLC you waved at us to help buy the game but a cheap 70p ship addon that looks nicer than the starter but wait whats this as
soon as you get to the point of getting access to the 2 ships do you find out the mission youve been on makes those 2 null and
void as you can not upgrade eather of them just th starter ship that gets 300+ extra crush depth a few ectra crew and storage and
the same guns as the others that stay at 200m crush depth yes they have more 5 guns and 2 torpedo bays but so dose the starter
ship after you up grade it.

what where you thinking at least make them upgradable so its more of a style choice of what one you want to continue on with
hmmm the one that can go deapper and has the same guns and space as the supposed better pre order or pay for ones.. I hate and
love this game. The music is fun and simple, the design is simple, but not too much so. The game can be pretty dizzing though.
But overall worth the buy. I put up a let's play on YouTube: https:\/\/youtu.be\/p7FOcajJuCI. Other than the difficulty being
frustrating, it's a pretty nice game.
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